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TAYEx (TAY E x p e d ı t ı o n)

The inventory of archaeological sites in
Turkey, as compiled over a decade by the
Archaeological Settlements of Turkey -
TAY Project, is based on sites documented
by archeological surveys and excavations
from the 1880’s to the present. Explora-
tive fieldwork was necessitated by the

scattered and disorganized nature of the existing documentation. TAYEx – TAY
E x p e d i t i o n was started in 2000 to tackle this problem, and its first phase was completed
in 2003.

The Results of Four Years of Fieldwork

Completed activities

The first phase of the explorative fieldwork, started four years ago, has already been
completed, and all of the settlements/find-spots ranging from the Paleolithic to the
Early Bronze Age have been scanned with regards to the seven geographical regions
system. 

As a result, data regarding published sites has been verified and updated; the geo-
graphical position of settlements/find-spots have been clearly fixed by means of new
technologies; a visual archive of Turkey’s archaeology has been created; and all of
this has been shared with the scientific community and the public through printed
and electronic media. 

Throughout the four years in which TAYEx activities were carried out; 
• A team comprising of almost a hundred people was involved,
• A total of 51,144 miles were covered,
• And over 2000 settlements were documented, accompanied by reports, coordi-

nates, and measurements. 

1 Harmankaya, S. – O. Tanindi 
1996 Archaeological Settlements of Turkey-1/The Palaeolithic and the Epipalaeolithic, Istanbul, 

Ege Publishing Co. (in Turkish) 
Harmankaya, S. – O. Tanindi – M. Ozbasaran

1997 Archaeological Settlements of Turkey-2/The Neolithic, Istanbul, Ege Publishing Co. (in Turkish) 
Harmankaya, S. – O. Tanindi – M. Ozbasaran

1998 Archaeological Settlements of Turkey-3/The Chalcolithic, Istanbul, Ege Publishing Co. 
(in Turkish)

Harmankaya, S. – B. Erdogu
2002 Archaeological Settlements of Turkey-4a –4 b/The Early Bronze Age, Istanbul, TASK Foundation 

Publications. (in Turkish)
Erdogu, B. – O. Tanindi – D. Uygun

2003 Archaeological Settlements of Turkey 14C Database, Istanbul, Ege Publishing Co. (in Turkish)
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As an outcome;
• 18,616 (≈ 11 Gb) digital photographs were taken, 
• 10,382 analog slides were produced, 
• And 142 hours of video was recorded.

Explorative fieldwork has shown that prehistoric settlements, such as mounds and
caves, though no less culturally significant than the more visible late period sites and
even though they are not visually appealing for tourism revenue in the modern
sense, have been intensely damaged. Based on this finding, an annual report called
“Archaeological Destruction in Turkey” was prepared in Turkish and in English.
Covering the present survey area, the report was sent to 600 related persons and
institutions following a press conference. Data on the causes, types, and distribution
of the destruction were categorized and published for the use of the scientific and
administrative communities.

What is on the agenda?

Modifications on the electronic framework of TAY databases have made it possible to
use keyword searches and to utilize detailed search options independently of the era.
This has allowed for a more comprehensive and easier use of the database. 

The intermediary reports, covering seasonal activities and the results of fieldwork,
can easily be accessed by the public and all related parties through printed and elec-
tronic media. All data gathered in the field within the framework of TAY Expedition
activities are used to continually update TAY databases. Immediately following the
completion of the first phase in November 2003, an update process was started so
that data compiled during TAYEx, and information obtained on new settlements
through bibliographical research, could be applied to the existing database. 

The archaeological sites were explored with adherence to pre-planned routes, and the Marmara and Aegean
Regions were covered in 2000, the Mediterranean and Southeastern Anatolia Regions in 2001, the Central
Anatolia Region in 2002, and finally the Black Sea and Eastern Anatolia Regions in 2003. 



The visual archive, consisting of photographs taken during TAYEx, is partially availa-
ble on the web. Upon addition of recent photographs taken in the Black Sea and
Eastern Anatolia regions, visual data for all archaeological sites explored during the
past four years will be completely accessible through the Internet. 

All archaeological settlements in TAY databases are being plotted on a GIS (Geo-
graphic Information System) framework with stratified digital maps which will make
it possible to perform detailed and customized searches over digital data. These
search methods will be accessible to the scientific community and all related bodies
both through printed and electronic media. 

49 museums located within our expedition area were provided with the results of our
activity in the region throughout the first phase of TAYEx. Detailed lists of the sites
documented by TAY Project were delivered to related museums, and feedback was
received from 22 museums regarding the registration status of settlements (includ-
ing information about natural preservation areas). Meanwhile, data compiled
through explorative fieldwork in 2003 will shortly be sent to museums in the Black
Sea and Eastern Anatolia regions. This interaction initiated by our project helps
museums in keeping track of detailed information about the archaeological sites
which had already been explored as well as providing them with database support
for the facilitation and expansion of registration procedures. We would thus like to
extend our gratitude to the museums, particularly those in Adana, Adıyaman, Afyon,
Antalya, Burdur, Bursa, Diyarbakır, Gaziantep, ‹stanbul, Karaman, Kayseri, Kırklare-
li, Kırflehir, Konya, Konya-Ere¤li, Kütahya, Mardin, Milas, Nevflehir, Ni¤de, Tekirda¤
and Uflak for giving us feedback.

Completion of the first stage activities of TAY Expedition have exposed a full pano-
rama of destruction at archaeological sites in Turkey. This year, the annual follow-up
report (Archaeological Destruction in Turkey), issued in order to document
destruction on a regional basis, will be accompanied by a document called “A
Manifest of Archaeological Destruction”. It will embody the causes of destruction,
necessary precautions, and proposals on how to prevent the destruction of our cultur-
al heritage. 

Route planning has already started for TAYEx 2004, due to be carried out in the
summer of that year. This expedition will focus on the completion of lacking infor-
mation about settlements located in some provinces that could not be visited before
due to bad weather or security concerns. Additionally, explorative fieldwork for the
Byzantine Period Inventory and the Cave Inventory of Turkey, for which data gathering
activities were initiated two years ago, are planned to start off in the summer of 2004. 

In the next few years, the second phase of TAY Expedition will be put into action,
and new settlements will be located by means of surveys. 

We are also preparing a volume that will cumulatively evaluate the first four years of
TAYEx. This publication will cover the archaeological settlements of Anatolia and
Thrace along with their spatial distribution and relation to one another. Fundamen-
tally, it will rely on statistical results that will be obtained on the basis of all TAY data-
bases. 

7
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TAYEx Actıvı tıes ın 2003 

During TAYEx 2004, carried out
in two stages. In the preparatory
stage, data on the location of
settlements/find spots were updat-
ed; supplementary information
was acquired, sites were positioned

on maps, and en route camp sites were determined as they had been in previous
years. Following this four-month preparation, TAYEx 2003 was conducted in the
Black Sea and Eastern Anatolia regions between June and October. The explorative
fieldwork was accomplished without any border distinction between two regions,
routing instead with regard to the distribution of archaeological sites. Also included
on the route were 15 settlements in Siirt, which could not be visited during the
Southeastern Anatolia expedition in 2001 due to security concerns, and 120 settle-
ments in Sivas, which had to be excluded during the Central Anatolia expedition in
2002 because of the sheer number of settlements that had to be covered. 

As usual, exact coordinates of settlements/find spots were identified by Global
Positioning System (GPS); reports were kept; analog/digital photographs and films
were recorded; and detailed directions were written about how to get to the site.
Flyers and fieldwork newsletters accompanied by drawings, illustrating what a
mound is, were distributed in schools, village locales, local authorities, and mosques,
and were aimed at raising awareness about archaeology and preservation of cultural
heritage. The extent and type of the destruction in the settlements/find spots were
documented visually and definitively.  

Unfortunately, explorative fieldwork conducted has demonstrated that destruction
at archaeological sites surveyed in 2003 was just as severe as observed at other regions
in the past few years. It is important to note that the pitiful situation of archaeologi-
cal sites, which constitute an important part of cultural heritage, shows how perva-
sive the destruction of what remains from these early stages of human culture is.  

It was noted that, contrary to other regions, illicit digging and treasure hunting
constituted the main cause of intense and continuous destruction in the Black Sea
and Eastern Anatolia regions. The extent of the destruction dealt by illicit digging
and looting is so severe that cultural layers are largely destroyed, leaving no chance
for scientific studies to be undertaken in the future. The use of heavy construction
equipment, furthermore, leads to an irreversible loss of cultural heritage particularly
in Eastern Anatolia. There were also some unfortunate indications that locals knew
these mounds like the palm of their hands and saw them as potential sources of
income, an issue even in previously excavated sites. For example, it was noted during
fieldwork conducted at the settlement of Kınık, which is located in Devrekani,
Kastamonu, that there were pits opened by looters beneath fences. The site was
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excavated in 1994 and 1995, and was enclosed by barbed wire in order to restrict
entrance. This clearly re-emphasizes the necessity and urgency of raising the aware-
ness of locals for the preservation of cultural heritage, and reveals the insufficiency
of measures taken by the museums.

The second most common reason for destruction in this region is agriculture, which
was the main cause in other regions but came a close second in the Black Sea and
Eastern Anatolia regions because of particular natural variables here. Agricultural
destruction, though disguised under excuses such as the enlargement of fields,
terracing, and irrigation, is actually a direct outcome of ignorance. Similarly, rapid
and intensive urbanization and sprawl has driven up property values and has caused
archaeological settlements to fall prey to development.

Byproducts of civic improvements, such as road and infrastructure construction,
accelerate and contribute much to the extent of destruction. In the meantime, it is
quite telling to see that destruction resulting from construction is mainly due to the
activities of governmental bodies like the Rural Services, DS‹ (State Hydraulic
Works) and the Highways Service. Several settlements have been destroyed as a
result of work performed during road and dam construction and the installation of
electric utility poles, which once again emphasizes the fact that such administrative
bodies must perform a detailed and more conscientious preliminary survey before
initiating construction. Cultural heritage, which is irreplaceable, is ignorantly being
destroyed and cannot withstand the effects of economical development. Four years
of fieldwork has shown us that even registered archaeological sites often do not
escape destruction. Registered or not, however, opening archaeological sites for
public improvements leads to the loss of cultural heritage that was accumulated over
thousands of years. Therefore, it becomes obligatory to permanently monitor sites
especially when it is taken into consideration that agricultural and constructional
activities persist even after the registration of the sites, and in some cases they
become even more intense. This goal can only be achieved by raising the awareness
level of local people, making them become identified with their own cultural
heritage, and expecting their active contribution to the preservation of these irre-
placeable assets. 
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Observatıons - Suggestıons

The present report provides an overall evaluation of the degree of destruction we
have observed in the Black Sea and Eastern Anatolia regions. It also includes a
sampling of the latest status of completely destroyed or almost destroyed settle-
ments/find spots. It is, in a way, an intermediary report which reveals the necessity of
taking urgent measures in those regions. More detailed information about the sites
will be updated in the TAY database and be included in the final report. 

The explorative fieldwork activities of 2003 have led us to highlight some facts, which
were already emphasized in previous reports. They are summarized below: 

• Public and governmental organizations that contribute to the destruction
through their careless activities should be informed about mound and cave
formations. 

• Registration procedures for known and visible mounds should be immedi-
ately initiated and ongoing registration applications should be finalized
without further delay.

• Preservation measures should be increased at registered sites, and the sanc-
tioning of construction by status downgrading should never be allowed. 

• The cultural and historical heritage should not be articulated only for touris-
tic purposes.

• A healthy coordination should be established between all related bodies for
the preservation of cultural heritage. 

• The remains of ancient cultures become commodities when branded ‘cul-
tural heritage’. We should instead use the term ‘cultural trust’, which would
more accurately emphasize the concept as something that we need to
preserve for future generations, not as something that was preserved for us
so that we could spend it freely.

Additionally, we thought it necessary to refer to some issues that press for urgent
measures for the preservation of cultural assets: 

• It was noted that most local museums in the Black Sea and Eastern Anatolia
regions were closed – like in some other regions- due to repair, modification, etc.  

Closing the museums where particularly the younger generation will have the
opportunity to see samples of our cultural assets is a big loss. Such museums
should not be regarded only as storage places, and our cultural heritage should
be made more accessible to the public by means of attractive exhibitions.

• Some popular sitcoms feature scenes in which characters regard treasure hunting
as a way of ensuring financial relief and making easy money. 

This is a very sensitive issue, especially when the power of the media is taken
into consideration. Instead of writing ignorant scripts that encourage
actions which might destroy cultural assets, didactic and educational pro-
grams and documentaries supplying detailed information and showing ways
of preservation should be promoted. 
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• Distribution of a wall newsletter expressing the significance of historical and cul-
tural assets, as well as our natural environment, in an encouraging and didactic
style and was maintained throughout the four years of TAYEx. It was favorably
received by local people, particularly children and adolescents.  

Local administrative bodies that are effective and competent in subjects
related to archaeological sites and cultural heritage ought to perform simi-
lar activities as well. Periodicals should be maintained in cooperation with
museums by employing various educational techniques. Locals can thus be
informed about the history of their region. 

• As per the article 50 of the Preservation of Cultural and Natural Resources Act,
people who want to hunt for treasure are awarded with an exploration license
provided they will carry out their activity in places other than registered archaeo-
logical sites and only when accompanied by a representative of the related minis-
try. It is well known that treasure hunters have a tendency to be in the business for
easy money rather than a passionate curiosity about the past, a desire to search for
their roots, or an interest in archaeology and history. Even though it is obligatory
to conduct such digs under the supervision of an official representative, this
method is far from any plausible scientific approach and helps supply an official
subtext to the destruction they will initiate or have already initiated. Explorative
fieldwork in 2003 yielded several examples of such practices such as the excava-
tion carried out in the No Name-5 De¤irmentepe settlement near the village of
Üçtepe, located in the Bulanık district of Mufl. During that legal excavation,
carried out by treasure hunters under the supervision of museum officials and the
gendarme in 2002 for a period of 10-15 days and supported by bulldozers, the
southwest slope of the mound was cut in a ‘U’ shape and cultural layers were
completely destroyed (A photograph of this particular site is among the samples
in this report). The concept of ‘legal treasure hunting’, now officially recognized,
is a more common and thus more unmanageable problem. When one considers
the fact that all problems of modern society are correlated, treasure hunting will
inevitably be associated with a mentality of smuggling, and will become an obsta-
cle in enabling society to achieve a healthy future by helping create an individual
profile with a lack of cultural awareness and past.

As we had proposed in previous reports, therefore, we would like article 50
of the Preservation of Cultural and Natural Resources Act totally repealed,
and all licenses for hunting treasure be cancelled. This will largely prevent
the destruction of cultural assets, which is what this law is actually all about. 

• During the explorative fieldwork in 2002, it was observed that the General
Command of Gendarme had started documenting sites located in the province of
Eskiflehir by taking pictures on the basis of protecting them. This approach was
regarded as an important step forward by our project, proving that cultural
heritage is sometimes given the care it deserves. Accordingly, a proposal was
presented in the Destruction Report of 2002 to encourage and broaden similar
activities in other regions. Furthermore, The General Command of the
Gendarme organized its 1st Environmental Symposium in 15-16 May 2003 in
which we participated with a presentation on “Problems and Solutions in the
Preservation of the Cultural, Environmental and Natural Resources”.



As of 2002, the General Command of the Gendarme has constituted
Environmental Protection Teams in 17 provinces where they combat prob-
lems such as environmental pollution, illicit hunting, illegal deforestation,
and unplanned construction as well as being involved in the issues regarding
the preservation of cultural assets. Also, a comprehensive book published by
the General Commandership of the Gendarme provides educational service
for the identification and protection of the cultural heritage of its own per-
sonnel. Possibly by adding patrol units concentrating on cultural heritage
issues, we hope that the Gendarme can help make a difference in the fight
against archaeological destruction.

The main reason for the destruction of cultural heritage is lack of knowledge, as
observed and documented by TAY Expedition. The solution to this problem should
therefore be perceived as an educational duty, and public awareness should rapidly
be raised by new policies. 

TAY Project thinks that it is necessary to merge the issues of raising public awareness
and preserving and documenting the past. It is an undisputable fact that the only key
to correctly understand the present and the future is to have a thorough under-
standing of the past. Only those who are familiar with their past can construct their
own future. 

C o n c l u s ı o n

The explorative fieldwork of TAY Project – The Archaeological Settlements of
Turkey - in the Black Sea and Eastern Anatolia regions has shown that the variety of
destruction there is similar to that in other regions. In addition to destruction
caused by illicit digging and treasure hunting that are prominent in the regions
covered in 2003, destruction caused by agricultural means and by dams is also
remarkable. Our observations and suggestions summarized above are aimed at not
losing more, at developing urgent solutions, and at taking necessary precautions
against the loss of this irreplaceable heritage which we believe should be thought of
not as ‘cultural heritage’ but as  ‘cultural trust’.

This document is the final regional report sent to you after four years of explorative
activities carried out by TAY Project throughout Turkey. We at TAY Project will press
on with our main responsibility, completing and consistently updating the inventory
of archaeological settlements in Turkey and sharing that with the public. Meanwhile,
we will continue to monitor the destruction in our country, which we define as
“intense, widespread, and continuous”, and accordingly, we will notify the national
and international community and authorities over and over again. 

Furthermore, as made clear in all of our reports, we are prepared to share our 10
years’ worth of experience and knowledge on destruction and on other issues with
any person or organization that believes in the necessity of investigating and pre-
serving cultural heritage and passing this knowledge on to further generations, and
to those who regard themselves as “hosts, not guests” in this country. 
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BLACK SEA - EASTERN ANATOLIA

Expedıtıon Data:
Duration of expedition: 102 days (June-October 2003)

Road traveled: 24011 km (14919 miles)

Provinces surveyed: A¤r›, Amasya, Ardahan, Artvin, Bart›n, Bayburt, Bingöl, 
Bitlis, Bolu, Düzce, Elaz›¤, Erzincan, Erzurum, Giresun, 
Gümüflhane, Hakkari,  I¤d›r, Karabük, Kars, Kastamonu, 
Kayseri, Malatya, Mufl, Ordu, Rize, Samsun, Siirt (SE), 
Sinop,  Sivas (CA), Tokat,  Trabzon, Tunceli, Van and 
Z o n g u l d a k

Recorded visual data: 2532 shots of analog  photography
6149 shots of digital photography  (3713 Mb) 

26 hours of video

Archaeologıcal Data:
Archaeological periods surveyed:

Palaeolithic/Epipalaeolithic, Neolithic, 
Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age.

Number of target settlements:

766

Distribution of archaeological periods over target settlements: 
38 Palaeolithic/Epipalaeolithic
4 Neolithic

140 Chalcolithic
504 EBA

80 Chalcolithic + EBA
14 Other

Distribution of settlement types over target sites: 
466 Mounds
146 Slope settlements

53 Flat settlements
20 Single find-spots
13 Cemeteries
11 Habitation sites/Ateliers

5 Artifact scatters
4 Rock shelters
4 Caves

44 Other

Neolithic 1%

Other 2%

Palaeolithic/
Epipalaeolithic 5%

Chalcolithic+EBA
10%

Chalcolithic 18%

EBA 64%

Rock shelters
1%

Caves
1%

Artifact scatters
1%

Habitation sites/Ateliers 1%

Cemeteries 2%

Single find-spots 3%

Others 6%

Flat settlements 7% Slope settlements
18%

Mounds
60%
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Number of sites not visited:
43 (Sites in military zones; sites that are completely demolished; 

s i t e s mentioned only by name in publications)

Number of sites not documented:
6 0 (Sites with scarce description of location; sites completely 

destroyed by agriculture or by contemporary settlements)

Number of documented sites:
663

Destructıon Data:
Number of documented sites subject to destruction:

589

Distribution of types of destruction over documented sites1: 
164 Illicit digging/treasure hunting
120 Agriculture

87 Dams
69 Illicit digging+Agriculture
58 Contemporary settlements
38 Agriculture+Contemporary 

settlements
27 Illicit digging+Contemporary 

settlements
14 Natural causes

8 Highways, roads, bridges etc.
4 Other

Types and description of destruction by district:
As shown in the statistics, destruction by illicit digging and treasure
hunting constitutes the majority of archaeological destruction in the
Black Sea and Eastern Anatolia regions. The illicit digging, particularly
in Eastern Anatolia, is executed by bulldozers which totally destroy the
stratification of settlements. Treasure hunting is most commonly
observed in Van, Siirt, Mufl, and Tokat/Zile. Usually, the secondary
cause of destruction for both regions are agricultural activities.

Other 1%

Roads 1%

Natural 2%

Illi. dig.+Cont.
Settl. 5%

Agriculture+
Cont. Settl. 6%

Cont. settl.
10% Dams 15%

    Agriculture
20%

Illi. dig.+
      Agriculture
     1   2%

Illi. dig./treasure hunt. 28%

1 Clarification of primary causes of destruction:
Agriculture: All kinds of agricultural activity (cultivation, terracing, leveling, soil removal, irrigation channels
etc.) on and around the mounds.
Contemporary settlements: Houses, hotels, recreational areas and holiday complexes, petrol stations, factories,
dams, power lines, pipelines, cemeteries etc. built directly on the mounds.
Illicit digging/treasure hunting: By locals and smugglers.
Mines/quarries: Stone, sand and lime mining on and around the mounds. 
Highways/roads: Highways and country roads passing over or through archaeological sites, bridges built
upon sites and soil removal from the sites to be used in the construction of such.
Natural causes: Earthquakes, forest fires, soil erosion, riverbed reformations, floods etc.
Other: Antique settlements, tumuli etc.
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Destruction by field enlargement and by leveling mounds to combine
fields are not given a second thought due to the ignorance and apathy
of locals. Settlements with single layers in particular are heavily
destroyed, even demolished. 

In the Western Black Sea region (Amasya, Samsun, Sinop, and Kasta-
m o n u), destruction dealt by administrative organizations such as
Rural Services, State Hydraulic Works and the Highways service is
astounding. It is very disturbing also to find out that public vehicles
were used in the destruction of settlements by illicit digging. 

In Eastern Anatolia, particularly in Elazı¤ and Erzurum, destruction
by unplanned construction is widespread. Many modern villages were
established on archaeological sites, and there was, and still is, a huge
amount of soil removal. Unfortunately the location and original
dimensions of mounds now only live in the memories of the older
people. 
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Site Period Settlement type Province District Village

Musuri EBA Mound A¤r› Merkez Sadakl› (Musuriyan)

Yi¤nitepe EBA Mound A¤r› Merkez Y›¤›ntepe

Çömleklik EBA Slope settlement Amasya Taflova Yerkozlu Mahallesi

Ayval› P›nar-I Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Amasya Göynücek Ayval›p›nar

Ayval› P›nar-II EBA Mound Amasya Göynücek Ayval›p›nar

Cinlitepe EBA Mound Amasya Göynücek Gediksaray

Çaylak De¤irmen EBA Mound Amasya Göynücek fi›hlar

Gediksaray Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Amasya Göynücek Gediksaray

Kocamantepe EBA Mound Amasya Göynücek Il›su

Toklutepe EBA Mound Amasya Göynücek fi›hlar

Yaln›ztepe EBA Slope settlement Amasya Göynücek fi›hlar

Hac›p›nar›/Karacaören II EBA Mound Amasya Gümüflhac›köy Karacaören

Karacaören EBA Mound Amasya Gümüflhac›köy Karacaören

Dolmatepe EBA Mound Amasya Gümüflhac›köy Alan

Kanatp›nar/Devret Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Amasya Merkez Kanatp›nar

Koflap›nar Chalcolithic Mound Amasya Merkez Kefllik

Sar›mefle Chalcolithic Flat settlement Amasya Merkez Sar›mefle

Mahmatlar EBA Single find-spot Amasya Merkez Mahmatlar

Türkmenlik EBA Mound Amasya Merkez Alakad›

Alacap›nar Tepe EBA Mound Amasya Merzifon Hayrettin

Al›c›k Höyük EBA Mound Amasya Merzifon Al›c›k

Samadolu Höyük EBA Mound Amasya Merzifon Samadolu (Bu¤dayl›)

Dericik/Delicik I EBA Mound Amasya Merzifon Hayrettin

Kocatepe EBA Mound Amasya Merzifon Akören

H›d›rl›k-Akkaya Tepesi EBA Mound Amasya Merzifon H›rka

Göletüstü/Kelik Bafl› EBA Mound Amasya Merzifon Çobanören

Bakacaklar Mevkii EBA Flat settlement Amasya Merzifon Çavundur

Kavakp›nar› EBA Mound Amasya Merzifon Çavundur 

Kayadüzü Yayla Höyük EBA Mound Amasya Merzifon Kayadüzü

Üçtafl Höyük Chalcolithic Mound Amasya Merzifon Kayadüzü

Derea¤›l Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Amasya Suluova Yüzbeyi

Alevi Tepe/Kümbettepe EBA Mound Amasya Suluova Hac›hayta Mahallesi

Kilisetepe EBA Mound Amasya Suluova

Kurnaztepe EBA Mound Amasya Suluova Cilbiye Tepesi Mevkii

O¤ulba¤› EBA Slope settlement Amasya Suluova O¤ulba¤›

Akyaz› Tepesi Chalcolithic Slope settlement Amasya Taflova Yukar› Barakl›

Mülkbükü EBA Upland settlement Amasya Taflova Mülkbükü

Following is an inventory of the sites that are in a state of emergency as observed and
evaluated by the TAYEx 2003 team: 
193 sites 
(Sites that are severely damaged or those that have entirely vanished are marked in black)
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Site Period Settlement type Province District Village

Kabayar Höyük EBA Mound Amasya Taflova Uluköy(Sonusa)

Telliban/Bozuk Köy Chalcolithic Mound Batman Merkez Telliban 
(Bozukköy/Bozhöyük)

Hafliye EBA Mound Bayburt Merkez Aksaçl›

Hindiköy EBA Mound Bayburt Merkez Sö¤ütlü

Pulur EBA Mound Bayburt Merkez Merkez

Siptoros EBA Mound Bayburt Merkez Oruçbeyli

Harabe Hulik EBA Flat settlement Bitlis Ahlat Otluyaz›

Adilcevaz/Kümbet Höyük EBA Upland settlement Bitlis Merkez Merkez

Halafllar EBA Mound Bolu Gerede Halafllar/Sofular

Orman Mektebi Höyük Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Bolu Merkez Merkez

Dizik Höyük EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Merkez Gezin

Maltepe Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Merkez Kumlutarla

Bahçecik (Elaz›¤) EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Karakoçan Bahçecik

Ç›naz III Neolithic Mound Elaz›¤ Kovanc›lar Saraybahçe

Sekerat Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Kovanc›lar Yaz›bafl› (Sekerat)

Ç›naz I Chalcolithic Mound Elaz›¤ Kovanc›lar

Hinsor Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Merkez Hinsor (Örençay)

Körtepe Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Merkez De¤irmenözü 
(Zenteriç)

Kuyulu Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Merkez Kuyulu

Ho¤u EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Merkez Yurtbafl› (Ho¤u)

Tad›m EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Merkez Tad›m 

Taflkun Kale EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Merkez H›d›rbaba (Bal›bey)

Taflkun Mevkii EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Merkez H›d›rbaba 
(Bal›bey/Muratç›k)

Yar›mca EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Kovanc›lar Yar›mca

Uluova Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Elaz›¤ Sivrice Dedeyolu (Yukar›huh)

Kaleciktepe EBA Mound Erzincan Merkez Çatalarmut (Kamarik)

De¤irmenler Höyük EBA Mound Erzurum Merkez De¤irmenler

Aflkale EBA Mound Erzurum Aflkale Merkez

Tilkitepe Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Erzurum Il›ca Tebrizcik

Cinis EBA Mound Erzurum Kandilli Ortabahçe (Cinis)

Pulur Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Erzurum Merkez Pulur

Güzelova Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Erzurum Merkez Güzelova (Tufanç)

Tepecik EBA Mound Erzurum Pasinler Tepecik

Sos Höyük EBA Mound Erzurum Pasinler (Hasankale) Yi¤ittafl›

Sö¤ütlü Höyük EBA Mound Erzurum Il›ca Sö¤ütlü

Gökçeli EBA Mound I¤d›r Karakoyunlu Gökçeli

Yayc› EBA Mound I¤d›r Merkez Yayc›

Kayabafl› Chalcolithic Mound Kastamonu Araç Giremez (Yurttepe)

Ovanc›k EBA Mound Kastamonu Daday Bezirkan
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Site Period Settlement type Province District Village

K›n›k EBA Slope settlement Kastamonu Devrekani K›n›k

Çatalkaya Mevkii Chalcolithic Slope settlement Kastamonu Merkez Akçakese

Üyüktepe Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Kastamonu Merkez Esenler

Tepecik Chalcolithic Mound Kastamonu Merkez Halife

Cinderesi S›rt› EBA Slope settlement Kastamonu Merkez Gülef

Çetmi Höyük Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Kastamonu Taflköprü Esenlik

‹slamtepe Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Kastamonu Taflköprü Da¤belören

Tellotepe Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Kastamonu Taflköprü Da¤belören

Koçafltepe EBA Mound Kastamonu Taflköprü Garipflah

Bahri EBA Mound Malatya Merkez Erenli

Aliflar EBA Mound Malatya Battal Gazi (Eski Malatya) Aliflar

Has›rc› III EBA Mound Malatya Battalgazi (Eski Malatya) Has›rc›lar

Kuyuluk Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Malatya Hekimhan Güzelyurt Beldesi

Yukar› Budakl› EBA Flat settlement Malatya Hekimhan Yukar› Budakl› Mah.

Has›rc› IV Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Malatya Merkez Has›rc›lar, Fatih Mah.

‹brahim Komu/Arakonak EBA Mound Mufl Bulan›k Arakonak

Kekerli EBA Mound Mufl Bulan›k K›rkgöze (Kekerli) 

Later/Elmakaya EBA Mound Mufl Bulan›k Elmakaya (Later)

Liz/Erentepe EBA Mound Mufl Bulan›k Erentepe (Lis/Liz)

fieyhyakup/Gülünova EBA Mound Mufl Bulan›k Güllüova (fieyhyakup)

Gümüflp›nar Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Mufl Bulan›k Gümüflp›nar

Nurettin Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Mufl Malazgirt Nurettin

Bulan›k Höyük (Mufl) EBA Mound Mufl Merkez Merkez

Dom/Körpea¤aç EBA Mound Mufl Merkez Körpea¤aç (Dom)

Kirtakom/Tabanl› EBA Mound Mufl Merkez Tabanl› (Kirtakom)

So¤kom/Türker Tepe EBA Mound Mufl Merkez Donat›m (Tirkavank)

Tifnik I/Durugöze I EBA Mound Mufl Merkez Durugöze (Tifnik)

Ziyaret/Mi¤di EBA Mound Mufl Merkez Yayg›n (Ziyaret)

Kömüs/Bozbulut EBA Mound Mufl Merkez Kömüs (Bozbulut)

Ads›z-4 Mound Mufl Bulan›k Elmakaya (Later)

Tirmit/Alazl› EBA Mound Mufl Merkez Alazl› (Tirmit)

Abdili Yayla Höyük Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Ordu Mesudiye F›r›fll›k

Naltepesi Chalcolithic Upland settlement Ordu Mesudiye Karabay›r

Tepedibi Chalcolithic Upland settlement Ordu Mesudiye Güzle

Üçyol EBA Mound Ordu Mesudiye Üçyol

Köyiçi Tepesi EBA Mound Samsun Merkez

Hac›baba Tepesi I EBA Mound Samsun Merkez H›d›rellez

262 Cintepe II EBA Mound Samsun Merkez Güvercinlik

Çefl Tepesi EBA Slope settlement Samsun Merkez Kuflkona¤›

Manevra Tepe EBA Mound Samsun Merkez Tuzla

Ören Tepe EBA Flat settlement Samsun Merkez Il›ca
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Site Period Settlement type Province District Village

Kaleyeri Tepesi EBA Mound Samsun Merkez Çalbafl›

Akalan Kalesi EBA Slope settlement Samsun Merkez Çatmaoluk

Tepetarla EBA Mound Samsun Bafra Eldavut

Kaledoru¤u/Kavak EBA Mound Samsun Kavak Merkez

Yüktepe/Salurtepe EBA Mound Samsun Ladik Salur

Afla¤› Beleneca Tepe EBA Mound Samsun Ladik Nusretli

Dündartepe Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Samsun Merkez Merkez

Dedetepe EBA Mound Samsun Merkez Yenice

Ba¤ Tepe EBA Slope settlement Samsun Merkez Uzgur-Küplüce

Cin Tepe-I Mound Samsun Havza Bekdi¤in Beldesi

S 63-15 EBA Mound Siirt Kurtalan Görgöze

S 63-4/Ma¤rip Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Siirt Kurtalan Ma¤rip

Siirtan Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Siirt Kurtalan Çay›rl› (Siirttan)

Ayngerm Chalcolithic Mound Siirt Kurtalan Ayngerm

Boyal› ‹kiztepe I-II EBA Mound Sinop Boyabat Boyal›

Külhöyük Chalcolithic Mound Sivas Alt›nyayla Baflören (Baflveran)

Keçik›ran Mevkii EBA Upland settlement Sivas Alt›nyayla Deliilyas Buca¤›

Armutak EBA Mound Sivas Divri¤i Kavakl›su

Sivrikaya EBA Flat settlement Sivas Divri¤i ‹ncirlip›nar

Karasoku Mevkii Chalcolithic Mound Sivas Gemerek Örenyurt

Daval›dere Mevkii Chalcolithic Mound Sivas Gemerek Ekizce

Çamurlu Mevkii Chalcolithic Slope settlement Sivas Gemerek Kümeören 

Kale Mevkii Chalcolithic Slope settlement Sivas Gemerek Kocao¤lu

Mam›hl› Mevkii Chalcolithic Mound Sivas Gemerek Seydinali

Seyfebeli Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Sivas Hafik Çukurbelen

Siçan Höyük EBA Mound Sivas Kangal Yukar› Mound Köyü

Karatepe (S›r›kl›) EBA Mound Sivas Merkez S›r›kl›

Karl›k Tepe EBA Flat settlement Sivas Merkez Kayadibi Buca¤›

Maflatl›k Mevkii EBA Upland settlement Sivas Merkez Yass›cabel

Boyun Mevkii EBA Mound Sivas Merkez K›z›löz

A¤atepe Chalcolithic Mound Sivas Merkez Budakl›

Han Tepesi Chalcolithic Mound Sivas Merkez Gazi

Kara¤anl›k Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Sivas Merkez Karagömlek

Adamkaya Mevkii EBA Flat settlement Sivas fiark›flla Adamkaya

Konalga Kalesi EBA Mound Sivas fiark›flla Konalga

Kül Tepesi EBA Mound Sivas fiark›flla Gürçay›r (Çay›rfleyhi)

fiark›flla Merkez Höyük Chalcolithic Mound Sivas fiark›flla

Çamurluk Gölü Mevkii Chalcolithic Mound Sivas fiark›flla Dikili

Çorak Mevkii Chalcolithic Mound Sivas fiark›flla Baflören Köyü

Örenin Yüzü Chalcolithic Slope settlement Sivas fiark›flla Alaçay›r

Tekke Mevkii Chalcolithic Mound Sivas fiark›flla Ortaköy
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Site Period Settlement type Province District Village

A¤adere Mevkii Chalcolithic Mound Sivas fiark›flla Karagöl

Mal Tepesi Chalcolithic Flat settlement Sivas Y›ld›zeli Yi¤itler (Çarflur)

Kapakkaya EBA Upland settlement Sivas Y›ld›zeli Karacaören

Küçüktepe EBA Mound Sivas Y›ld›zeli Kiremitli

Tatl›cak Höyük EBA Mound Sivas Merkez Tatl›cak

Karayün Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Sivas Merkez Karayün Nahiyesi

Kolluca EBA Mound Sivas Merkez Kolluca

Küçük E¤rek Tepesi EBA Mound Sivas Merkez Karap›nar

Hanl› Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Sivas Merkez Hanl›

Laafçilar A¤›l› Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Sivas Zara Merkez

Kunduz EBA Mound Tokat Yeflilyurt Ekinli

Burga EBA Mound Tokat Pazar Tatl›cak (Burga )

Kayap›nar EBA Mound Tokat Artova Ayazmayeni

Dere Mah. Mezarl›¤› Chalcolithic Mound Tokat Erbaa

Horoztepe Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Tokat Erbaa Ziya Gökalp Mah.

Göyneksiz Dede Türbesi EBA Slope settlement Tokat Merzifon Kozdere

Yüzellik Tepe EBA Mound Tokat Zile ‹¤dir

Alime Tepesi EBA Upland settlement Tokat Zile Boldac›

Recep Day›n›n Tepesi EBA Mound Tokat Zile Eskida¤içi

Viran Camii Chalcolithic Mound Tokat Zile Üçköy

Okçutepe Chalcolithic Slope settlement Tokat Zile Yeflilce

Küçüközlü Höyük EBA Mound Tokat Zile Küçüközlü

Karayün Höyük Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Tokat Zile Karayün

Akdo¤an-Kale Tepe Chalcolithic Mound Tokat Zile Akdo¤an

Maflat Höyük EBA Mound Tokat Zile Yal›nyaz› (Maflat)

Sinnelik Höyük EBA Mound Tokat Zile Güzelbeyli

Tafll›ca Höyük EBA Mound Tokat Zile Güzelbeyli

Destimelik EBA Slope settlement Tokat Zile Güzelbeyli

Bolus-Aktepe EBA Mound Tokat Merkez Aktepe

Keçanis EBA Mound Van Merkez Çal›ml› (Keçanis)

‹remir I Chalcolithic, EBA Mound Van Gürp›nar Otbiçer (‹remir)

Dilkaya Höyü¤ü EBA Mound Van Merkez Dilkaya

Kalecik EBA Mound Van Merkez Kalecik

Zülfübulak EBA Mound Van Muradiye Zülfübulak (fieytanova)

Afla¤› Mollahasan EBA Mound Van Özalp Afla¤› Mollahasan
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Selected Vısual Documentatıon of Destructıon (Black Sea-Eastern anatolıa)

Abdili Yayla Höyük (mound) (Ordu/Mesudiye): This mound, going back around 5000 years,
has been largely destroyed by the Black Sea Region’s famous “Looters with Caterpillars.”
Heavy construction machines, codenamed “955”, have swooped large amounts fill on a
north-south axis over the mound, effectively reducing it to half of its original size. One could
also say that the remains of yet another ancient village have ceased to exist... 

Ads›z-5 (Mufl)/De¤irmentepe (Mound) (Mufl/Bulan›k): A legal treasure hunt was conducted
in 2002 on the southwest slope of this mound which took only 10-15 days. That was more
than enough time to roll in the construction machines, displace large amounts of soil, and
completely obliviate the several thousand year old mound’s slope. Such excavations, though
‘legal’, are carried out by people who are not archaeologists and who have no intention of
conducting research. They cause irreplaceable losses to cultural history, and the photo-
graph clearly demonstrates this.
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Aliflar (mound) (Malatya/Battalgazi): This EBA mound apparently used to be a pretty large and broad
hill, but the owner of the plot had people from the Rural Affairs Directorate flatten the area to make
way for useable fields which were to compensate him for some of his land that was submerged ten
years ago under a reservoir nearby. The north and south slopes of the mound have been completely
cut away, a house has been constructed on the western slope, and apricot trees have been planted on
the eastern slope. The owner dries his apricot harvest on the west side, and any areas that aren’t use-
ful to him have not been left to rot by the ‘lootures’. The disfigured mound is quite aptly called “Half
Hill” by villagers. Their creativity in naming might once again come to be useful in the near future,
when there is no hill left to talk of.  

Aflkale (mound) (Erzurum/Aflkale): The City of Aflkale built a concrete staircase on this EBA mound.
The 123 step journey to the top of the mound greatly facilitates travel from the houses on the north-
east slope of the mound to the top of the hill. 
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Bahri (mound) (Malatya/Battalgazi): Looters have intricately carved the surface of this
c. 5000 year old mound to make it look like a cave. In addition, the south and southeast
slopes have been cut for agricultural reasons. Despite the extensive destruction, howev-
er, the mound is still easily discernable amid the planted fields, for now. 

Bolus-Aktepe (mound) (Tokat/Çaml›bel): This large and broad EBA mound has been
dealt heavy damage from construction and agriculture. Quite a few houses have been
built on the eastern and northern parts of the mound, and a lot of soil has been extract-
ed from the western slope. All this has caused cultural layers and the remains of stone
structures to be exposed. The north-northeast part of the mound is enclosed with barbed
wire and has some structures in addition to a water tank, a cemetery, and a dirt road that
goes all the way to the top of the mound. Perhaps the most interesting thing about this
severely assaulted mound, however, is the fact that it lies within a protected zone. 



Cinis (mound) (Erzurum/Aflkale): All that’s left of this EBA mound, which was reported as being in
the process of destruction in a 1992 publication, is that slight bump seen in this photograph. Large
amounts of soil were taken for the construction of houses located on the mound and of a stadium!
The destruction underway at the mound must have caught the attention of the Gendarme, as they
forbid the extraction of soil a couple of years ago, and what remains of the site, now used to dry dung,
was finally placed under protection... 

Burga (mound) (Tokat/Turhal): The slopes of this c. 5000 year old mound now serve as agricultural
fields, and its top, as a brand new stone quarry which started operations in 2002! There is not much
left to say, seeing as the demand for stones are being supplied from the remains of thousands of years
of cultural existence... 
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Çefl Tepesi (mound) (Samsun/Havza): The north-northeast side of this EBA slope settlement has had
quite some soil moved by heavy-construction equipment to make way for fields. While the settlement
clearly demonstrates the effects of agricultural destruction, looters have pockmarked the southwest slope. 

Çamurlu Mevkii (mound) (Sivas/Gemerek): Concentrated efforts by looters have thoroughly
destroyed this c. 7000 year old Chalcolithic mound. Among the many pits opened, which average
around 2 meters in depth, is a particularly interesting one that probably breaks all records in the
history of looting, for this very special cut(!) stretches in a WSW-ENE axis like a trench for a total of
23.5 meters! We can’t know how this trench has affected the looter’s reputation among his colleagues,
but we can clearly see what it has done to this piece of cultural heritage which should be preserved for
future generations. 
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De¤irmenler Höyük (mound) (Erzurum/Merkez): This 5000 year old EBA mound has been com-
pletely destroyed. Its top has been flattened and houses in the southwestern section of the neighbor-
ing village have been built on the slopes of the mound. The road that connects this village to the
neighboring one is also partly built on the northeast slope. 

Ç›naz I (mound) (Elaz›¤/Kovanc›lar): The northwest slope of this rather large EBA mound has been
terraced by heavy equipment, allowing for the planting of a vegetable garden. Earth-movers, those
most villainous enemies of mounds in the Eastern Anatolia and Black Sea Regions, then advanced to
surrounding parts, preparing the site for a new house, the construction of which was started two
months ago. 
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Dizik Höyük (mound) (Elaz›¤/Maden): This c. 5000 year old mound has been completely disfigured
by the amount of earth extracted from all of its slopes. The NW slope in particular was stripped of all
of its fill, exposing cultural layers on the resulting wall. There are numerous looters’ trenches on what
remains, in addition to a pretty broad road circumnavigating the mound which was presumably built
to facilitate the destruction. 

Dilkaya Höyü¤ü (mound) (Van/Merkez): Archaeological excavations in the past have apparently not
helped locals understand the importance of this c. 5000 year old mound, as its destruction has con-
tinued at full throttle. A large looters’ trench starts on the south-southwest slope and makes its way
west, re-emerging with a nice vista of the Lake Van. In addition to a house built on the north-north-
east slope, it is important to note the natural destruction dealt to the mound by the lake. 
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Gediksaray Höyü¤ü (mound) (Amasya/Göynücek): This c. 5000 year old EBA mound is cut in half by
the road that connects the village of Gediksaray to Amasya. The remaining two smaller hills are
further assaulted by looters as well as by agriculture. 

F›r›fll›k (mound) (Ordu/Mesudiye): Another example of the many unfortunate mounds visited by the
Black Sea Region’s earth-moving machines. Villagers told us the event took place in 1997 and left lit-
tle behind in terms of slopes. A massive cut performed on a north-south axis by the infamous ‘955’
machine means that there is almost nothing to be seen from this c. 5000 year old mound. The whole
episode once again demonstrates what a sudden and irreversible concept archaeological destruction is. 
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Hac›baba Tepesi I (mound) (Samsun/Bafra): Building activity and the extraction of soil to support it
have spelled doom for this EBA mound. It is one of those examples where there is not much to say
regarding the picture other than ‘no comment’. 

Güzelova (mound) (Erzurum/Dumlu-Merkez): Nothing remains of this Chalcolithic mound on
which archaeological excavations were conducted in 1961. A 1985 publication reports the mound as
being 12.5 meters high (as tall as that telephone pole in the picture), adding that it was under serious
risk of destruction. Today, however, due to the non-stop extraction of soil, the mound site lies even
lower than the houses that surround it, making it a unique ‘pit-mound’. 
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Hindiköy (mound) (Bayburt/Demirözü): Despite flat terrain all around it, planners originally intend-
ed to route the Bayburt-Demirözü highway (built in 1999) right through this EBA mound.
Thankfully, a villager from the nearby Sö¤ütlü intervened and persuaded them to re-route around
the mound. The presence of locals sensitive to cultural preservation can not always save a settlement,
unfortunately, as this mound, despite being just saved from being run over, fell prey to the common
practice of being used as a source of soil which has almost totally destroyed it. 

Kabayar Höyük (mound) (Amasya/Taflova): An EBA mound that faces total obliviation from several
sources, the c. 5000 year old Kabayar Höyük has been severely damaged by a road on its north side.
What remains of the mound is subject to continuous agriculture which shaves a few feet off of it every
year. Almost 3/4 of the southeast slope has fallen prey to the natural force of Yeflil›rmak and, to top it
all off, a series of electric utility poles have been erected on the mound. 
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Kaleciktepe (mound) (Erzincan/Merkez): Once dated to c. 5000 years ago, the mound no longer
exists, as it has vanished under the a drainage/irrigation channel leading to a dam built on the Göyne
River. Salvage excavations were conducted at the site prior to the start of construction in 1996. The
mound supposedly lay at the convergence point of the channel and reservoir. After the many mounds
submerged by dams built by the State Hydraulic Works, this is a new category, as it was submerged by
a dam’s auxiliary services. 

Kekerli (mound) (Mufl/Bulan›k): Conveniently placed amid the houses of K›rkgöze, this mound is
open for public use! In addition to the heavy damage caused by the houses that surround it, the
mound also plays host to utility poles, two wheat pits, and a stone wall on the northeast side. What
remains is not wasted, as it serves the village’s departed in the form of the village cemetery. 
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K›n›k (slope settlement) (Kastamonu/Devrekani): The EBA settlement lies within the con-
struction zone of Kulaks›zlar dam. Archaeological excavations were carried out in 1994-95,
after which the settlement was enclosed with barbed wire by the municipality. Signs reading
“Archaeological Excavation Zone, No Trespassing!” have enjoyed massive success, but not in
the way they were intended to. ‘Black Sea Looters’ invited by the flashy advertising dug two
big pits on the east side of the mound right outside the enclosure. 

Kirtakom/Tabanl› (mound) (Mufl/Merkez): Cultural layers on this mound, which goes back
some 5000 years, have been completely destroyed. The NE, NW, and SE slopes have been cut
to make way for houses, taking with them most of the aforementioned layers. We found out
from the locals during our fieldwork that the military dug two big holes on top of the mound.
Until as recently as three years ago, soil was extracted from these pits for the roofs of nearby
buildings. Before its destruction, Kirtakom was apparently a very large hill. 
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Kömüs/Bozbulut (mound) (Mufl/Yayg›n): Villagers of Kömüs rented this EBA mound from the local
government. The northeast slope of the c. 5000 year old mound lost some fill, and a water tank was
also built. While we were conducting our fieldwork, construction of the village imam’s residence, on
the mound, was in full swing. 

Köflk Höyük (mound) (Sinop/Gerze): Situated on a rocky outcropping, this EBA mound now has a
lighthouse on it. Further building activity on and around the mound is evident in the photograph. 
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Kunduz (mound) (Tokat/Artova): This mound is said to have been tall and conical. Today it is low
and broad, with intense agriculture following the displacement of large amounts soil by looters with
heavy machinery at their disposal. What little is left of this mound probably won’t be around for much
longer. 

Laafçilar A¤›l› Höyü¤ü (mound) (Sivas/Zara): The EBA mound lies amid intense agriculture, and its
surface has been thoroughly damaged by looters. The many trenches opened up on the south side of
the mound must have yielded lots of treasure, for the looters don’t seem to have gotten bored of
pointlessly and indefinitely digging. 
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Later/Elmakaya (mound) (Mufl/Bulan›k): Yet another EBA mound that couldn’t save itself from
treasure-hunters! We’ve counted no less than twenty looters’ trenches on this c. 5000 year old mound,
the largest of which was a whopping 20x10 meters crater. Locals too dig this mound, we’ve learned,
and it was not even possible to discern its exact dimensions due to the massive damage. 

Liz/Erentepe (mound) (Mufl/Bulan›k): This settlement has houses from the village of Esentepe all
over it, which makes it impossible to define the boundaries of the c. 5000 year old mound. 
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Maltepe Höyü¤ü (mound) (Elaz›¤/Baskil): Another example to the irreversible damage dealt to
archaeological settlements by looters, this c. 5000 year old EBA mound was excavated so exten-
sively that it is almost level with the surrounding terrain. There is a wide gap in the north side
along with numerous other pits of various sizes. Given all this, one could easily say that thou-
sands of years in cultural layers are just as lost as the village that was once there. 

Manevra Tepe (mound) (Samsun/Havza): The Directorate of Highways and the local munici-
pality removed much of the fill on this EBA mound to be used in the construction of the road
that passes just by the site on its west side. Cultural layers thousands of years old were thus lost,
as almost nothing remains of this mound. 
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Maflat Höyük (mound) (Tokat/Zile): With a height of 28.8 meters when scientific excavations were
taking place, this EBA mound used to be one of the largest in the region. Continuous agricultural
activity has caused it to gradually get lower and broader. Another very important mound with an
uncertain future. 

Musuri (mound) (A¤r›/Merkez): This EBA mound is trying to survive in the face of three different
kinds of threat. It is surrounded by fields, and the mound itself is also planted, which makes it impos-
sible to discern the exact boundaries. High-tension electricity lines cross the mound, with post #
NHGM-265 located directly on the mound and two smaller posts located parallel to the lines south-
southeast of the large post. Looters, probably thinking that this much destruction didn’t quite cut it,
have assaulted various parts of the mound. 
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Mülkbükü (mound) (Amasya/Taflova): Researchers reported agricultural disturbance in a 1996 pub-
lication. As of 2003, only about half of the mound remained. Roughly c. 5000 years’ worth of cultural
fill has been destroyed to make way for more fields. There is also a road on what was left behind. 

Orman Mektebi Höyük (mound) (Bolu/Merkez): Studies made in 1942 dated this mound to the
Chalcolithic and reported it as standing 5 meters tall. Today, other than its name, there is absolutely
no trace of the mound! 10 storey apartment blocks were built on the site about 15 years ago, and parts
of it were flattened to make way for fields that are still planted. The exact location we think the
mound was at is now the site of a highway that goes to the center of Bolu. 
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Oymaa¤aç Höyük/Höyüktepe (mound) (Samsun/Vezirköprü): Villagers of Oymaa¤aç plant tobacco
all over this c. 5000 year old EBA mound. The west slope has been terraced and the east slope has a
house on it that was built a few years ago. 

Pulur (mound) (Erzurum/Merkez): Yet another settlement that has been heavily damaged by the
structures on it. Most of this c. 7000 year old Chalcolithic mound lies beneath the houses of the village
of Pulur, the only exception being the north slope. Earth used in the construction of these houses was
also extracted from the mound, creating a large pit at the top. 
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Siirtan (mound) (Siirt/Kurtalan): This settlement, first inhabited in the Chalcolithic, still has people
living on it. Dwellings from the village of Çay›rl› cover the north, south, and east slopes of the mound
while the west side is too steep for this purpose. Instead, probably because the view is unobstructed on
this side, a duplex house with its own little garden was built right on top of the mound, greatly ampli-
fying the damage. Also featured on the mound are a road, two telephone posts, and a water tank built
by the directorate of rural affairs for the use of nearby houses. 

Sivritepe (mound) (Samsun/Alaçam): This c. 5000 year old EBA mound is heavily damaged due to
construction activity. Its lower slopes have been cut to make way for fields while its summit features a
TV broadcast tower, an Atatürk plate stabilized in the soil beneath, and a road that connects to area
to Alaçam in the north-northwest. 
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So¤kom/Türkertepe (mound) (Mufl/Merkez): This EBA settlement, just on the south side of the Mufl-
Bitlis highway and right across the placard welcoming motorists to the province of Mufl, is mentioned
in publications as a pretty large mound. Today the c. 5000 year old settlement is facing total oblivia-
tion. The municipalities of Mufl, Yonca, and Hasköy have all extracted great amounts of soil, a
practice they are still carrying on. On the west side of the mound is Mufl’s industrial zone, also con-
structed with soil from the mound, in addition to a large electricity substation. The numerous cuts
have revealed cultural layering clearly, but the municipal government of Mufl dumps rubble over it
all. 

Sos Höyük (mound) (Erzurum/Pasinler): This EBA mound, where archaeological studies have taken
place in the previous years, now lies completely under its namesake village, Sosköy (now called
Yi¤itbafl›). Still a pretty large hill, the mound has been used as a source of soil for quite a while, and
the encroachment of buildings is evident in the picture. 
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fiark›flla Merkez Höyük (mound) (Sivas/fiark›flla): This c. 7000 year old Chalcolithic mound is now a
hill that serves a variety of purposes. The south side is an outdoor coffeehouse, the north features a
water tank, and the NE has been covered in concrete to serve as a garbage dump. On the summit is a
mobile phone base station, a flag pole, an upright rock structure of some sort, and square shaped
poured concrete. 

fieyhsafi Höyüktepe (mound) (Samsun/Havza): Perhaps after so many examples of agricultural,
structural, and other kinds of destruction, we should not be surprised that yet another mound has
fallen prey all of the above. The mound is continuously losing some of its fill to agriculture, and we
found a pretty old looters’ trench to top it off. 
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Taflkun Kale (mound) (Elaz›¤/Merkez): With a diameter of 150 meters and a height of 20 meters, it is
known that this is one of the largest EBA mounds in the area. Rising water levels after the construc-
tion of a dam nearby has submerged all but the very summit of the mound which is now an islet. Like
many other settlements facing a similar fate, this mound and the culture of those who inhabited it
some 5000 years ago are about to be permanently lost. 

Telliban-Bozuk Köy (mound) (Siirt/Kurtalan): The contemporary village of Bozhöyük is built directly
on top of this c. 7000 year old Chalcolithic mound which has totally destroyed the cultural layering. 
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Tepecik (mound) (Erzurum/Pasinler): Yet another mound on which there is still habitation... The
slopes of this mound dated to the EBA are terraced, cut, and harvested for soil. There are numerous
buildings on its south-southwest side, including one that is currently under construction. 

Tepeler (Konk) Höyü¤ü (mound) (Ardahan/Merkez): Another example in the long list of mounds
pockmarked by looters’ pits is this one from Ardahan. The looters in question must have gotten some
serious intelligence as to the presence of treasure in this mound since they’ve consistently searched
all over it, including the area where there are the remains of a tower-type structure. 
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Tilkitepe Höyü¤ü (mound) (Erzurum/Il›ca): One can see evidence of several different kinds of
destruction at this c. 5000 year old mound. The slopes of the easily discernable hill have been
ploughed, a road has been built that goes from the south-southeast slope up to the summit, and there
are two utility poles near the road. As is the case with any such hill that is easy to identify as a mound,
there is heavy looting damage as well. 

Tirmit/Alazl› (mound) (Mufl/Merkez): Structural development has heavily damaged this EBA mound
that goes back some 5000 years. The NW portion has been cut all the way down to the base level, and
the extracted soil was used in the construction of houses. There are a number of pits on top that we
suspect may be opened by looters. The villagers, however, insist they are wheat silos for use in case of
flooding. We wonder... 
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Uluova (mound) (Elaz›¤/Sivrice): This c. 7000 year old mound is where damage by building and loot-
ing activity is among the most obvious. Earth-movers took large amounts of soil from the slopes of the
mound, an action that exposed cultural layers on the now pretty steep sides. The top of the mound
has not been left alone either, it has been completely destroyed by many large pits also opened by
construction machines. On the NW end is a another pit which we thought might be a water pool, for
it is lined with rocks and concrete. 

Üyüktepe (mound) (Kastamonu/Merkez): This c. 7000 year old Chalcolithic mound has seen agricul-
tural activity for a long time. The largely destroyed settlement has been split in half by a stone wall.
The NNW side has been cut and flattened, causing a three meter difference in height between the
two sides of the mound. With its numerous looters’ trenches and artifacts scattered around ploughed
fields, Üyüktepe is probably a pretty important settlement that is under a severe threat of total
destruction. 
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Yayla Höyük (mound) (Ordu/Mesudiye): Looting problems at this EBA mound were mentioned in a
surface survey conducted in 1991. It seems that the mound was never given a break from earth
movers, as those infamous machines trampled the settlement 6-7 years ago, totally messing up the cul-
tural layering and leaving behind almost nothing in terms of cultural remains. 

Yar›mca (mound) (Elaz›¤/Merkez-‹çme): The Yar›mca settlement, dated to the EBA, was submerged
under the waters of Yeniköy Dam built some 25 years ago by the municipality of Yar›mca. During the
drier months of September and October, when water levels are at their lowest, the top of the mound
becomes visible and reminds us that yet another savagely destroyed settlement lies beneath the waters. 
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Ziraat Tepesi (mound) (Ordu/Mesudiye): The SSW slope of this EBA mound was completely cut to
make way for a road. The site, which also features a family burial and electric utility poles on its top, is
enclosed by a fence. 

Zülfübulak (mound) (Van/Muradiye): An EBA settlement that has been completely overrun by loot-
ers! We’ve managed to count no less than 61 (sixty-one!) pits on the mound that were scattered all
over. Villagers told us during our fieldwork that they opened these trenches “to quarry stones.”
Simply put, the mound faces destruction due to rampant apathy and ignorance. 
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